LCC Colorado Pride Scholarship FAQs

1. Is there a separate scholarship application to apply?
   No. To apply for the scholarship, students only need to complete the 2015-16 FAFSA by May 15th, include LCC as a school selection on the FAFSA and apply for admission to LCC.

2. Will there be an LCC Service Area Scholarship program in 2015-16?
   No. The LCC Colorado Pride Scholarship program is replacing and expanding the former Service Area Scholarship program.

3. Are non-U.S. citizens eligible to apply?
   No. Students who are not U.S. citizens are not eligible for Title IV Federal Student Aid and so do not meet that scholarship requirement.

4. Is the scholarship exclusive of Federal Pell Grant?
   Yes. If a student is eligible for $1000 or more of Federal Pell Grant based on their FAFSA, they will not receive funding from the LCC Colorado Pride Scholarship program. If a student is eligible for Federal Pell Grant in the range of $1-$999, the LCC Colorado Pride Scholarship will be combined with the Pell to equal a total combined award of $1000.

5. Can students receive other scholarships or grants with the LCC Colorado Pride Scholarship?
   Yes. Students may receive the LCC Colorado Pride Scholarship in addition to other scholarships and grants they have been awarded, so long as the other scholarships and grants allow for this as well.